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Abstract I I'
Technological advances in the area of optical scanning have made sophisticated equipment such as three-dimensional OD) log

scanuersavailabletothc sawmill industry, in a typical Swedisli sawmill, the mcasuremenls obtained from the 3D log scanner placed at
the log sorting station is used exclusively for scaling and sorting the sawtogs. In the same way. the information obtained from the 3D
log scanner placed at the saw intake is used exclusively for optimal positioning ofthe sawlog into the headrig. Meanwhile, large
knowledge gaps regarding the flow and the origin ofthe sawiogs persist in the sawmilTs daily routine. For the Swedish sawmills per-
forming presorting of sawiogs, the most critical information gap exists between the log sorting station and the saw intake, where the
forest tog batch identity disappears, and the logs are mixed according to various sorting criteria. This study attempts to use the data
generated by 3D log scanners together with advanced recognition algorithms to develop a traceability system, marking reading tree,
between the log sorting station and the saw intake when working with debarked logs. The originality ofthe Inigerprlnt approach rests
onthehypothesisthat logs are separate entities with individual features. Measuring these features with the same type of measuring de-
vice at both the log sorting station and at the saw intake and then connecting the data to a common database will permit each indiv idua!
sawlog to be tracked within the sawmill and will thus make ii possible to develop an advanced raw material Mow control.

raceability is defined as the ability
to trace the history and the usage of a
product and to locate it by using docu-
mented identification (Toyrylii 19^9.
Lindvall and Sandahl 1996). Automatic
traceability of products and information
ispresentinourdaily life.c.g.jnthefood
chain, in car manufacture, in the super-
market, in the library, etc. Currently,
multiple teehnologies exist for automatic
identification (Toyrylii 1999). including
bar codes, optical character recognition,
vision systems, voiee recognition. RFID
(radio frequency identification), and
magnetie strips. Automatie identifica-
tion is used to support material flow con-
trol and quality control applications as
well as on-line business-to-business ap-
plications (Wall 1995). The primary ben-
efits of automatic identification systems

are accurate information (origin, his-
tory), timeliness of data availability
through the possibility of on-line data
collection, and cost reduction through
automation of manual data entry when
doing checkouts and inventory (Cheng
and Simmons 1994. Maness 1993).

In the forestry-wood chain, the con-
cept and technologies of traeeability are
in a mature phase of development. Im-
portant advancements in marking and
reading techniques have been made in
different areas along the forestry-wood

chain {Lyeken et al. 1994). The need for
log inventory control and the environ-
mental chain of custody requin^ment for
the raw material (Jordan 1996) have led
to the devclopmeni of difierent marking
and reading techniques for logs (Uusi-
jarvi 2()od. Sorcnscn 1992, Stirling
1992). So far, all development etTorts
have focused on traceability systems
based on the marking/reading technique,
in which each log is physically marked
and then followed This is a very costly
operation and requires extra equipment
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and competence at difTerent points along
the Ibrostry-wood chain. Thei'c is also a
risk thai these physical identifiers (opti-
cal marks, bar codes, RFID transponders,
etc.) can be destroyed or lost, thus nega-
tively affecting the security and the preci-
sion of the log traceability system. An
original and interesting alternative for ac-
complishing log traceability within the
savvtnill at a substantially lower cost is to
use the data generated by the log niea-
surcmenl equipment already in place
(Astrand 19%, Aune 1995, Hagman
1993) to develop a marking/reading-free
log traeeability system, i.e. the finger-
print approach. Research regarding the
potential application of the fnigerprint
approach on sawn boards is underway
(Baettydal, 1999).

The fingerprint approach
for sawlogs

The originality of this nondestructive
and inexpensive approach is based on
the biological variability of the raw ma-
terial (wood) and rests on the hypothesis
that each sawlog is a unique individual
with unique features (Bahar 1991.
Fronius 19K9). Measuring these features
accurately at ditTerent locations within
the sawmill and connecting them to a
common database will petinit logs to be
followed within the sawmill and thus en-
able development of an advanced raw
material flow control. This is an inex-
pensive operation and requires no extra
industrial equipment.

The lingerprint approach applied to
sawlogs ha.s very good potential for im-
plementation in the Swedish sawmill in-
dustry, as almost 95 percent of the saw-
mills practice presorting of logs (Ny-
liiider et al. 1997). From the sawmill's
point of view, the most important gap is
located between the log sorting station
atid the saw intake, where the forest batch
identity disappears and logs are tnixed
according to various sorting criteria,

A previous study (Chiorcscu et al.
2003), which attempted to use the data
genetated by two-axis log scanners,
showed promising potential of the fin-
gerprint approach for sawlogs and pin-
pointed [he fact that the "unique log fm-
gerprinf" notion is strongly related to the
equipment's tneasurement aeciu-aey. as
uell as til the type of recognition algo-
rithtn employed.

Study objective
The aim of this work was to study the

premise of using the data generated by

three-ditnensional {3D) log scanners on
debarked logs together with two differ-
ent advanced search/recognition algo-
rithms to develop a fingerprint ap-
proach-based traceability system for
sawlogs between the log sorting station
and the saw intake. Several issues were
investigated in the study:

a. evaluation of which and how tnany
features are needed for separation of
individual logs when using 3D log
scanners;

b. requirements for measurement accu-
racy for the 3D log seamier;

c. evaluation of two different searehing
algorithms (tree-based searching and
multivariate calibration combined with
the nearest neighbor methtxi); and

d. the robustness of the fingerprint
method with regaid to influences such
as rain, snow. ice. handling damage,
and lotig storage time affecting the
sawlogs.

Material and methods

The sawnnill
The sawmill involved in this study is a

large-sized mill located in the northern
part of Sweden. The log supply consists
of Scots pine and is rather stable from
year to year in terms of both quality and
size distribution. The logs come frotn a
nanxiw area around the sawmill (ap-
proximately 150 km).

There are three main reasons for in-
viilving this sawmill in the study. The
first one is that the saw logs are measured
under bark at both the log sorting station
and the saw intake, which completely
eliminates the measurement accuracy
error due to bark thickness and bark
damage. The sequence of log handling
within the sawmill is:

Step 1 = The logs are unloaded from the
truck and laid on a conveyor thai
passes them through the debarking
machine;

Step 2 ^ The debarked logs are then
measured with a JD log scanner and
the data are used for the sorting pro-
cedure of the sawlogs according to
various criteria, e.g., diametei,
length, and quality:

Step 3 = The logs are picked up from the
different log bins from the log yard
and laid on a conveyor that passes
thetn through the 3D log scanner at
the saw intake, and the data arc used
for optimal positioning of the sawlog
into the headrig.

The second reason for condtieting this
study at this mill is that the debarked
sawlogs are measured with the same
type of measurement equipment, i.e.. a
3D log scanner, at both the log soiling
station and the saw intake. In this way.
problems with measurement accuracy
related to differences between measur-
ing equipment and measuring and filter-
ing procedures are eliminated.

The third reason is that the sawmill al-
ready has in place a well-futictioning da-
tabase system for recording and storing
log meastirement data trotii both the log
sorting statit)n and the saw intake. In the
case that the finger^irint approach proves
to be a successful concept, the throe rea-
sons described above quality (his saw-
mill as an industrial environment well
suited for testing and on-line implemen-
tation of the fingerprint method.

The 3D log scanner
The sawmill involved in ihis study is

equipped with two 3D log seanncrs of
the same type (one at the log sorting sta-
tion and another at the saw intake). The
3D log scanner is an optical system used
for measuring log dimensions during
longitudinal movement. The scanner is
based on the infrared laser point triangu-
lation technique and incorporates tour
measuretnent heads placed at 90" inter-
vals. Each measurement head embodies
several measurement units, thus provid-
ing a maximutn of 230 measurement
points/cooidinates (fora log diameter of
500 mm) around each sawlog cross sec-
tion. The relationship between the diam-
eter of the log and the number of the
measurcmenl points/coordinates on the
log mantle is shown in Figure 1. The
resolution along the length of the sawlog
is linked to the seanning rate, which is
partly dependent on the speed of the
feed conveyor, and varies between 10
and 30 mm (in this investigation, resolu-
tion was 10 mm).

The output from the scanner measure-
ment is a full 3D ditncnsional ptofile of
the outer shape and surface of the saw-
log. Based on the log raw data. 27 differ-
ent log parameters are generated and
used tor dimension or quality sorting
and for sealing purposes.

Variables describing the log
external shape

In this study, only nine log parameters
w ere used to characterize each log indi-
vidually The nine parameters were cho-
sen based on their robustness with re-
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Figure 1. — The 3D log scanner's inner relationship between the diameter of the log
and the number of the measurement points/coordinates on the log mantle.

Logdatabase to be searched

Phase A

Slept..IX

Parammr I...IX± (4xSldD«v.)

Step r-...IX-

Parameter I... lX*ll x StdDtv.)

Final search result
Figure 2. — Schematic representation of the TreeSearch engine, a tree deci-
sion-based recognition aigorithm.

gards to measurement. They are de-
scribed below: the abbreviation for each
variable, as used funher in the tables, is
given in parentheses:
Voiunie (V) = the volume of the log cal-

culated using the log's scanned
shape. Measurement unit is dtn'.

Length (L) = the length of the log mea-
sured during the longitudinal move-
ment with the aid of an independent
laser sensor which is ftxed on the
scaling frame. The length measure-
ments are strictly synchronized with
the diameter measurements per-

formed by the scanner. Measurement
unit is cm.

Area minimum diameter (amD) = the
area of the cross section which has
the smallest diameter along the
scanned shape. Measurement unit is
mm'.

Middle diameter (midD) = the average
diameter in the middle of the log.
Measurement unit is tntn.

Log taper (ITaper) ^ value calculated by
subtracting the butt diameter from
the top diameter of the log and divid-

ing by the log length. Measurement
unit is mni/m,

Top taper (iTaper) = value calculated by
subtracting the top-end diameter of
the log from the diameter I m from
the top end and dividing by 1 ni.
Measurement unii ismm/ni.

Bumpiness (Bump.) = description of the
surface roughness of a log expressed
by the total nutnber of butnps per me-
ter. A bump starts when the actual di-
ameter exceeds the filtered diameter
by a certain threshold value. Mea-
surement unit is bumps/m.

Relative taper (relTaper) ^ value calcu-
lated by dividing the total log taper
by the smallest diameter of the log.
Measurement unit is %/m.

Bow = parameter defined as the distance
between the highest point of the log
curvature and the litie Joining the
centers of the log ends. Measurement
unit is mm.

Tree decision-based search
algorithm (TreeSearch^")

A special tree deeision-based search
algorithm, named TreeSearch^". was
conceived and developed in order to
conduct this study. The core eode is
written in the SQL (Simple Quei'y Lan-
guage) programtning environment and
represents a further development of the
LogSearch code conceived iti an earlier
study (Chiorescu et al. 2003). A sche-
matic representation of TteeSeareh is
given in Figure 2.

The search algorithm has a modular
structure and encompasses tour main
phases (A. B. C. D) and 36 different
steps (1...1X, l'...IX', I"...IX". and
I'"...IX'"). i.e., eaeh phase comprises
nine steps. Each step nins a search-
ing/sorting procedure by using one of
the log variables at a time. The coupling
between the step niitnbcr and the log
variable is given in Table I. where each
log variable is assigned a ranking num-
ber (1...IX) as given by the measure-
ment accuracy test. First, the search is
based on the most robust paratneter (I)
from a measurement accuracy point of
view and continues with the other pa-
rameters in the order indicated in the ro-
bustness ranking list (Table 11,

The first nine steps (1...1X) within
Phase A successively execute the
searching procedure based on the value
of the searched puranieter/variable (as
measured at the log sorting station) and
the corresponding interval of ± (4 x
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Table 1. — Measurement accuracy'' for each tog variable and its robustness ranking
when using the three-axis tog scanner equipment.

Log variable

Volume

Length

amD

midD

1 laper

re ITaper

Bow

tTaper

Bump.

Moasura,K-,n :KVm';,.v

(SD5l"
O.OOOR dm^

0.32 cm

0.91 mm

1.49 mm

0.43 mm/m

2.1 %/m

4.12 mm

1.49 mm/m

2.5 bumps/m

SD5/SD.^r 'vi, in

(%)
0.47

0.76

1.1

1.9

8.6
9.5

31.6

37.2

f>2,5

Rimking

J

n
III
IV
V

VI
VlI
VIII

IX

•' Resiillsuhlaincd IVoiii ihc repealiiily test with 51 sawlogs measured five times.
SI>3 = standiird deviation withiu ihc live measurements; SD51 = staiidiird deviation amony all 51 logs
involved in the tesl.

Table 2. — Distribution of the 773 Scots pine sawlogs in three log diameter dasses.

Log diameter class limits Number of study logs Percentage

Small- 142 U) 147 mm

Medium = 222 to 243 mm

Large = 299 to 540 mtn

254

256

Standard deviation [SO]) around this
\;iltie. The tiexl nine steps (r...lX')
within Phase B successively continue
Ihc searching procedure based on a nar-
rower interval of ± (3 x SD) around the
same value. The procedure continties in
the same way tlirough Phase C and D
based on narrower intervals, i.e., ± (2 x
SD) and ± (\ x SD), respectively. Thus,
one ean .see Phase A. B, and C more as a
screening procedure as the search oe-
ciirs in larger intei-vals. while Phase D
works like a zooming procedure at the
end of which the final search result is de-
livered. The reMability of the results is
assured through the unique ID number
each log is assigned in the database.

Suppose that a certain log with its cor-
responding nine features/variables is
measured at the log sorting station and
after storage in the log yard arrives at the
saw intake, where it is measured again.
The identification procedure starts with
the TreeSearch identifieation algorithm
as described. In Phase A. Step I. the vari-
able with the highest measurement ac-
curacy (V) is used to narrow the search
domain. In Step II, the variable with the
next highest measurement aecuracy (L)
is used to narrow the results from Step I.
In Step III. the results from Step U are
further trimmed, and soon until Step IX.
The same procedure is repeated in Phase
B, whose starting base for the search is

32.8

33.2

34

the results from the final step of Phase
A, i.e.. Step IX. The algorithm works in
the same way thi'ough Phases C and D.
after which the final search result is de-
livered.

Multivariate calibration nearest
neighbor algorithm
(MultivarSearch™)

In contrast to the TreeSearch identifi-
cation algorithm that works with one log
parameter at u time, the Multivar-
Search'" algorithm works with ail the
log parameters simultaneously. The al-
gorithm is built using the multivariate
method called PCA (principal compo-
nent analysis). Multivariate data analy-
sis was used, as the PC A method can
eope with nonindependent variables and
with noise in the data, which is fre-
quently the ease when working with bio-
logical tnaterials such as wood, with
measurement processes, and with large
data sets (Eriksson et al. 1999). For car-
rying out the PCA analysis, the software
program SIMCA-P-9.0I was used.

SIMCA uses the unit variance (UV)
sealing teelmique. which ensures that
eaeh sealed variable is given equal vari-
ance. The importanee of the variables in
the model is controlled ihrotigh the
weighting procedure. In this study, the
ranking list (Table I) formed the basis
for finding the best tuning for the vari-

able weights when fitting the PCA
model; it means that high-ranked vari-
ables were given a higher weight within
the model than low-ranked variables.

The PCA model was built on the data
from the first measurement (Ml) at the
lug sorting station. A matrix witli x^p ob-
servations (in this ease np = ll'i x 9 =
6,957) structured in n lines and /; col-
umns fonns the input data to the model.
The n lines denote the numlxir of logs (in
this case /? = 773), and / ' denotes the
number of variables describing each log
(in this ease /; = 9). The PCA teehniqtie
looks for a few linear combinations that
cati be used to best summarize the input
data matrix by losing as little infomiation
as possible in the process. These new lin-
ear combinations are described by new
noncorrelated indices ealled principal
components (Î C), fuiiher abbreviated as
/. Thus, each PC is the linear combination

of the variables .vi v̂j where /[ =' /| i .V|
+ t\2X2+ .... + tipXp, and thus a certain
degree of economy is achieved because
the variation in the/j original variables is
now accounted for by a smaller number
oft variables, i.e., principal etmiponents.
When a new observation/log. i.e.. a log
from a saw intake measurement (M2 or
M3), is generated, then the log receives
its own coordinate.s in the nuilti-dinien-
sional space defined by the existing PC A
model. Once this step is accomplished,
another algorithm is built in oider to find
the neare.st log neighbor to the new ob-
servation within the multi-dimensional
spaee. This nearest neighbor algorithm is
based on the Euclidean method; it calcu-
lates the Euclidean distance from eaeh
repeated observation (IVI2 or M3) to all
the other 773 (Ml) observations and au-
tomatically finds the so-ealled "nearest
neighbor", which is in fact the final
search result of the MultivarSeareh algo-
rithm.

Study approach
Altogether, 773 Scots pine (Pinus

sylvesths L.) sawiogs were included in
the study. The logs were ehosen from
three different log diameter classes,
small, medium, and large (Tahle 2). in
such a way thai their external features
extended over large intervals (Table 3).
Eaeh of the 773 logs was manually
marked with a unique ID number on
both ends using an industrial printer and
special ink that withstands water and
sun. On eaeh log end. the unique ID
number was applied two or three times,
depending on the diameter of the log, in
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Table 3. — External features of the 773 Scots pine sawlogs used in the study.

Variable

MinimuiTi

Maximum

Miri,/Max.

Mean

Median

Slandard deviation

Skewness

Volume

(dm' l

0.07

0.76

0.09

0.28

0.26

0.16

0.45

Length

(cm)

335

588

0.57

475

478

43.32

-0.33

amD

(mtn^)

131.00

417.00

0.31

240.64

239.00

74.58

0.05

midD

(nun)
155

428

0.36

260

257
73.38

O.OS

Table 4. — External features of the 51 Scots pine sawlogs used in

VLIH able

Minimum

Ma.sinuim

M in./Max.

Mean

Median

Standard deviation

Skevraess

Vohime

(dm')
O.US

0.55

0.15

0.26

0.21

0.17

0.58

Length

(cm)
370

529

0.70

477

491

41.78

-0.45

amD

(mm')
46.00

361.00

0.40

226.03

232.50

78.53

0.38

tnidD

(mm)
157

381

0.41

245

243

76.31

0.40

ITaper

(tiun/m)

0

30

0

11

10

5

(J.73

Bump.

(bumps/m)

0

24

0

14

15

4

-0.48

tTaper

(mm/m)

0
30

0

U

10

5

0.73

the measurement accuracy study.

ITaper

(mm/m)
4

25

0.16

11

10

5

0.70

Bump.

(bumps/m)
4

23

0

15

16

4

llapcr

(mm/m)
1

21

0

9

9

4

0.15

rellapcr

(%/m)

0

162

(1

55

50

26

0.92

i d Taper

(%/m)
18

115

0.16

54

52

22

0.78

,Bow

(mm)

5

70

0

23

21

11

IJii

1

Bow

(tnm)
7

66

0

26

25

13

.10

order to increase reading accuracy, es-
pecially because of the mud present in
the log yard.

During the period September-No-
vember, three diftcrent on-line niea.sure-
ments (Ml, M2, and M3) were made oti
the study logs with the help of the 3D
log scanner placed at the log sorting sta-
tion. The measurement data generated
by llie log scanner was retrieved from
ihc sawmill's log database. During each
measurement, the sequence of the logs
through the scanner has been recorded
manually, as well as tape-reeorded. thus
securing the accurate matching between
the unique log ID number and the corre-
sponding log measurement data re-
trieved from the sawmill's dat;ibase.

The first measurement (MI) occurred
after the debarking procedure., thus sim-
ulating the first two steps {SI + S2) of
the log-handling sequence described
above. After the first measurement, the
773 logs were stored in the log yard for
two weeks, which is the normal storage
time for the sawmill involved In the
study. At the end of the two-week pe-
riod, the logs were measured for the sec-
ond time (M2) thus simulating the third
step (S3) of the log handling sequence
described. After the second measure-
ment, the 773 logs were stored in the log
yard again for another two months and
then measured again (M3), The third

measurement (M3) was intended to as-
sess the potential of the fingerprint
method when factors such as long stor-
age time, rain. snow, iee, and handling
damage afTect the sawlogs.

Onee the log data generated by the
tliree measurements (ML M2, M3) de-
scribed were retrieved from the database
and matched with the individual log ID
numbers, the second phase of the study
began. This phase foeused on measure-
ment accuracy and on the development
of two different advanced search/ recog-
nition algorithms for the fmgerprint
tnethod. The structure of both recogni-
tion algorithms was partly based on the
results frotn the measurement accuracy
test when the normal sizes of the mea-
surement accuracy levels for ditferent
measurable variables were identified.
Data from the repeatability test, which
involved 51 logs (Table 4) (17 logs ftom
each of the three sawing classes mea-
sured five times with random rotational
positions w ith the 3D log scanner), were
recorded and analyzed. The SDs fi'om
the repeatability test were calculated by
taking into aceount the tact that the vari-
ables studied were interdependent.

The SDs (calculated on the log-level
basis and between the five runs) of these
measurements form the basis of the
ranking list that mirrors the robustness
of the measurement procedure for eaeh

tog feature'parameter. The ranking list
fonned the basis for the search sequence
and for the weighting procedure within
the TreeScarch and the MultivarScarch
algorithm, respectively.

Results and discussion
The approach used to conduct this

study made workable three important
things. Firstly, the two searching en-
gines together with the measurement ac-
curacy test were used to sereen among
the 27 log parameters generated by the
3D log scanner anil to tackle ihe ques-
tion of which and how many features are
needed in order to achieve separation of
logs at the individual level. The require-
ment for the measurement accuracy of
these parameters was also tackled. Sec-
ondly, the study made possible the eval-
uation of two different searching/recog-
nition methods: the tree-based searching
algorithm (TreeSearch) and the multi-
variate calibration combined with ihe
nearest neighbor method (Multivar-
Search). Thirdly, owing to the measure-
ment seenarios that were tevSted (M1-M2
and M1-M3). the robustness of the fin-
gerprint method with regard to intlu-
enees such as rain, snow; ice, handling
damage, and long storage time aHecting
the sawlogs was tested,

Table 4 presents a description of the
51 sawlogs used in the measurement ac-
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curacy test. The logs were chosen in
such a way that their external features
(volume, diameter, length, bumpiness.
taper, and bow) extended as much as
possible over very large intervals. Thus,
the measurement accuracy results can
mirror in a realistic way the scanner's
ability to measure those parameters.
Measurement accuracy (SD) tor each of
the nine log features (calculated on the
log-level basis and between the five
runs) is presented in Table 1. The rank-
ing of the relative robustness of mea-
surement is obtained after weighting the
standard deviations within the live mea-
surements (SD5) with tlie standard devi-
ations among all 51 logs involved in the
measurement accuracy test (SD51) (see
Table 4). In this way. the measurement
accuracy for each parameter is related to
the variation of the parameter within the
test. The ratio SD?/SD5I expresses, in
fact, the measurement robustness for
each parameter and is compatible in
comparison with the other parameters,
thus making possible the parameter
mnking.

The robustness of each parameter is a
way to quantify the potential role of a
certain log feature within the fingerprint
method. Earlier research work on the
llngerprinl method (Chiorescu el al.
2003) has shown that the notion of
•'unique log" is strictly related to the
ability to measure accurately. Thus, in
this study, the nine log features consid-
ered for future work with (he fingerprinl
method were chosen based on the crite-
ria of relatively high measurement ro-
bustness (SD5/SD51 was less than 38%
for eight of the parameters and less than
65% for just one parameter). The two
conceived search/recognition algo-
rithms. TreeSearch and the Muitivar-
Search, were based on all nine log pa-
rameters (Fig. 2).

Ihe most robust parameter from a
measurement stability poinl of view is
the volume of the log {rank 1). while the
highest uncertainty occurs when mea-
suring the bumpiness of the log (rank
IX).The reason that the bumpiness pa-
rameter was kept for further work in the
study despite a low lobustness (SD5/
SD51 = 62.5%) was that when running
the searehing/recognition algorithms to-
gether with the bumpiness parameter
(additionally to the other eight log fea-
tures), the individual separation rate
could be increased by approximately 2
percent. One explanation for this might
be that among the other eight parame-

ters, bumpiness is the only feature that
describes the unevenness o\' the log's
mantle. Furthennore. as a log's mantle
unevenness is very strongly influenced
by the internal knot whorls, this further
strengthens the hypothesis that the
bumpiness parameter should be an im-
portanl pail of the "fingerprint equa-
tion", and thus it was kept for this study.
One reason for the low robustness of the
bumpiness parameters could be the fact
that the filtering procedure that aims at
sorting knot bumps from bark flakes,
wood sticks, dirt. etc.. has not been very
successful. Another explanation might
be that the log handling damage
occurring during ihe measurement accu-
racy test primarily affects the bumpy
pails of the logs.

Table 5 shows the fmgerprint recog-
nition results at individual log level, i.e..
"unique logs'" which could be correetly
identified after running the two search/
recognition engines (TreeSearch and the
MuttivarSeareh) and for both measure-
ment scenarios, i.e.. Mi-M2 and Ml-
M3. The values represent the average of
the individual recognition rates from the
three log diameter classes.

When using the t1rst searching engine
(TreeSearch), which works with one log
parameter at a time, the percentage of
correctly identilied logs for the first mea-
surement scenario (MI-M2) was as high
as 87 percent. This means that with the
given measurement accuracy of the 3D
log scanner and the chosen searching en-
gine, the rest of the logs (13%) could not
be correctly idenlified. In the measure-
ment scenario wiih inlluences such as
rain, snow. ice. handling damage, and
long .storage time aiVecting the sawlogs
(MI-M3). the percentage of inttividually
separated logs decreased to 82 percent.

When using the second searching en-
gine (MultivarSearch). which works
with all log parameters simultaneously,
the percentage of correctly identified
logs for the first measurement scenario
(M!-IV12) was as high as 89 percent, in
the second measurement seenario (Ml-
M3). the percentage of correctly identi-
fied logs decreased to only 86 percent.

An important aspect of the Tree-
Search algorithm is that it has a tree de-
eision-based structure. The risk with
such a search strategy is that it works
with only one criterion/parameter at a
time, and thus, if one of the steps fails.
then the whole search procedure will be
negatively affected. Thus, the 2 percent

Table 5. — The identification rate" for the
two searching aigorithm and for each
measurement scenario.

Measure-
ment

scenario

Ml M2

MI-M3

Identiticaiion algorithm

TreeScarcli
("

87

82

MullivarSearch

'•)

89

86

Identification rate obtained as an average for
the ideniification rates in all three log class di-
ameicrs.

superior recognition rate obtained using
the MultivarSeareh method was to be
expected. It also seems that the multi-
variate approach is more robust with re-
gard to climatic influences, handling
damage, and long storage time Ihan the
tree-decision approach. The drop in rec-
ognition rate between M1-M2 and
M1-M3 is only 3 percent when using the
MultivarSearch engine, compared to a 5
percent drop when using the TreeSearch
engine. From a praetical point of view,
the MultivarSearch algorithm could also
be better suited to sawmill implementa-
tion, as it results in shorter search times,
w hich is a crucial criterion for online ap-
plications.

Figure 3 illustrates the log recogni-
tion rates per log diameter class and the
two measurement scenarios when using
the MultivarSearch engine. The PCA
model from the MultivarSearch engine
was calibrated on all 773 logs, but the
separation rates were now calculated
separately for each diameter class. The
results show ihat recognition rates are
very difTerenl lor different diameter
elasses: in the M i-M2 seenario. as many
as 93 percent of ihe large logs were eor-
rectly idenlified. while the separation
rate was Just SI percent for the small
logs. Based on these values, it becomes
clear that small logs are more difficult to
separate than large logs. These results
are in agreement wilh a previous sludy
iChiorescu et al. 2OO.i) wbicli also fo-
cused on the fingerprint approach. One
reason for this might be the scanner's
ability to measure ditVerent logs based
on their diameter (Fig. I): the accuracy
of the 3D-log reconstruction is linked to
the number of laser beams "hitting" the
log. which in turn depends on the log di-
ameter. The larger the log, the more la-
ser beams will "hit" the log, and thus, a
more accurate description of ihe log
shape will be obtained. Another expla-
nation might be that for large logs.
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Figure 3. — The identification rate at individual iog level for each of the three tog di-
ameter classes. Comparison between the two measurement scenarios, M1-M2and
M1-M3. The results were obtained by running the MultivarSearch engine.

which generally are butt logs, some fca-
turc(s) might be more distinctive than
for small logs. Such a feature might be
butt taper or ovality. but it is still quite
diftieult to say exactly if there is one.
two. or a specific combination of param-
eters that make large logs easier to iden-
tify than small logs.

Figure 3 also shows that the recogni-
tion rate in the M1-M3 scenario de-
creased by only I percent (to 80%) for
the small logs, compared with a de-
erease rate of 3 percent (from 93% to
90%) for the large logs. In other words,
the recognition rate for small logs was
less affected by climatic eonditions.
handling damage, and long storage pe-
riod than it was for large logs.

When considering the results of this
work, the reader should be aware of the
limited number of sawlogs (773) used in
the study. This puts a certain limitation
upon the results, despite the fact that Ihe
logs studied were chosen in sueh a way
that their external features extended over
large intervals as mueh as possible (Ta-
ble 3). Thus, further studies on the fin-
gerprint approach should work with a
larger number ol" logs, and spmce logs
should also be studied. The biggest
problem when conducting sueh studies
is that the individual log ID-marking
and the reading of the log sequence
through the scanner has to be done mnn-
ually. This is a very time and money
consuming operation, very susceptible
to errors, which also limits the number
of logs that can be used in the study.
Thus, further studies siiould try to take
full advantage of other kinds of marking
techniques and even automation of the
reading process (Uusijarvi 2000).

Relative to the fingerprint method's
implementation possibilities, the reader
should also be aware of the measure-
ment scenario that charaeterizes the
sawmill involved in this study: the saw-
logs were measured both at the log sort-
ing station and tlie saw intake under
bark. This means that the negative influ-
enees of bark thickness and bark dam-
age on log measurement w ith the 3 D log
scanner (Chioreseu and Grundberg
2001) were not covered in this study.
However, almost 99 pereent of the
Swedish sawmills (Nylinderet al. 1997)
praetiee a measurement scenario that in-
volves the negative intluenees of the
bark on the measurement procedure.
Therefore, further work should also in-
clude the measurement scenario of saw-
mills where the sawlogs are measured
over bark at the log sorting station and
debarked at the saw intake.

Conclusions
The results of this study are in line

with earlier research results and empha-
size the promising potential of the fm-
gerprint approach for tnicing logs within
the sawmill with the aid of the measure-
ment data generated by 3D log scanners.
The notion of "'unique log" is highly de-
pendent on the equipment's measure-
ment accuracy and the type of recogni-
tion algorithm employed. The results
also pinpoint the robustness of the fin-
gerprint approaeli with regard to the in-
fluence of climate factors such as rain.
snow, ice, handling damage, and long
storage period.

The approach employed in this study
made it possible to compare two difler-
ent recognition algorithms, it was

shown that the searching engine based
on multivariate calibration and the near-
est neighbor method (MultivarSearch)
gave a 2 percent better reeognition rate
than the tree deeision-based searching
engine (TreeSearch). When running the
MultivarSeareh engine, the average ree-
ognition rate for the 773 studied logs
w as 89 pereent. It appears that large logs
are easier to recognize (93%) than small
logs (81%). However, small logs appear
not to be as sensitive as large logs to cli-
matic influences, handling damage, and
long storage.

Future work should study the robust-
ness of the fingerprint approach within a
sawmill measurement scenario where
the negative intluences of bark (thick-
ness and damage) are reflected on the
3D log measurement. Future work
should also test how the results from this
study would be inlluenccd if a larger
number of logs were taken into consid-
eration. In order to do so, advantage
must be taken of more automated mark-
ing/reading techniques for individuals
logs. ' ' I
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